Introduction
Recently, considerable attention has been paid to problems on generators of groups. This concerns e.g. small generating sets of finite simple groups (see the survey [2] ). Generating sets of groups are also relevant from the graphtheoretical point of view. because they give rise to connected Cayley digraphs (see e.g. [3] ). Furthermore. Beneteau [1] revisited Burnside basis theorem, by restating it in terms of matroids. Properties of this kind have also been studied by Jones [5] for semigroups, often reducing questions from semigroups to groups. Therefore, it seems to be interesting to investigate groups whose behaviour with respect to generators is fairly similar to that of p-groups. This study can be performed with the help of an 'abstract* notion of independence. In order to make this idea more precise, we recall the definition of a matroid. Let S be a set, and let c : P(S) --~ P(S) be a mapping satisfying, for all X C S and all ' ' x.
the following conditions: ' 1..~ C c(:~-); : 2. c(c(.~' )) = e(.~' ):
3. c(.V) is the union of all c(Y) for all finite K C X;
The pair (S. c) is then called a matroid. This is one of the many. equivalent definitions of a matroid (see e.g. [6] ), and it seems to be the more appropriate for our purpose...B subset .~' of S is said to be c-independent if c(~' j ~ c(.x ) for all Y C X. We say that X is a generating set if c(X) =6*. Also, a basis is an independent generating set. We will make use of the above definitions even for the more general case of a mapping c satisfying only (1) Unlike those of vector spaces, independent sets in finite groups cannot in general be embedded in bases. Namely, this happens only for groups satisfying (NI2).
On the other hand, each c-hierarchical subset .~' of a group G is contained in a c-hierarchical generating set of G.
Let G be a (finite) group and let F be a subgroup of G. C'onsider the mapping cF = c : P(G) -~ P(G ) defined by c(.~' } _ F U .~' >..~ subset .~' of G will be said to be F-independent (F-hierarchical) if it is cF-independent (resp. cF-hierarchical). A set X is F-independent if and only if its is F-hierarchical for all of its total orders. (1)- (3) PROOF. A subset of G is independent if and only if it is ~(G}-independent.
We will write c = c03A6(G). 
